Nubia embarks PEARL by OT eSE in Z11miniS and Z17mini
smartphones to enable secure NFC transport services
OT (Oberthur Technologies), a leading global provider of embedded security software
products and services, today announces that nubia Mobile embarks PEARL by OT®
embedded Secure Element (eSE), in their recently released Z11miniS and Z17mini
smartphones. Thanks to OT’s eSE, nubia will enable smartphone owners to securely
access all public transportation services in Beijing and Shenzhen in the coming months.
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Once the Beijing or Shenzhen transport application is installed on their nubia smartphone, end-users will no longer
need to go to their transport company counters to buy tickets. They will be able to recharge their digital transport card
online directly via their application and will simply need to hold their smartphone near the contactless reader in the bus
or the subway to pass the gates. They will also be able to use their phone to pay in retail stores accepting contactless
payments, as they are used to doing with their current transport cards. PEARL by OT® will allow them to securely enjoy
the convenience of these NFC services.
PEARL by OT® enables handset and wearable device makers to deploy new contactless services certified by key
payment schemes worldwide and transport authorities of the largest cities in the world. It has recently been granted
MTPS certification for all Mobile Financial Services technologies in China. This unique multi-application platform also
supports access control, biometrics, secure storage use-cases and value added services such as keyless car entry.

“We are happy to offer nubia users with a convenient, secure and easy-to-use way of
commuting in partnership with OT.” commented Ni Fei, Senior Vice President of nubia. “This new
service will extend the existing NFC transport services offered to Z9 and Z9 Max owners in
Shenzhen and already relying on OT’s eSE, to a much larger number of users.”

“The support of Chinese, as well as international transit technologies, enabled by our eSE, is a key
asset for handset makers wanting to address the fragmented market of transport systems
throughout the world.” said Viken Gazarian, Deputy Managing Director of the Connected Device
Makers business at OT. “We are very pleased to support nubia for the deployment of NFC
transport services in major megalopolis like Beijing and Shenzhen with their latest smartphones.”
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